
Journeys
6

A passenger with a travel bag waits at the 
Stadion metro station for an underground 
train, in Stockholm, Sweden.

GOALS
•  Understand the use of pronouns and determiners in 

an article
• Talk about travel experiences
• Practise words related to flying
•  Use information you already know to help you 

understand a talk
• Practise ways to understand other English speakers
• Write an email asking for information

1 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

1 Look at the photo. What kind of journey do you 
think the person is making?

2 What words can you use to describe the station?
3 How do you usually feel at the start of a journey?

WATCH 

2 6.1  Watch the video. How does Salome 
answer the questions?

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER

SALOME BUGLASS

1 How do you plan your journeys? 
2 How do you stay safe?
3 How do you communicate with the people 

you meet?

3 Make connections. How would you answer the 
questions in Exercise 2? 

I usually look online for the cheapest flights and I 
never travel alone at night. 
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6A LESSON GOALS 
• Understand the use of pronouns and 

determiners
• Learn how to choose the best option
• Talk about the best forms of transportDaily journeys

READING

1 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

1 How do you travel to work or study? 
2 How long does your journey take? Do you 

enjoy it?
3 Do you know any stories of people who travel to 

class or work in an unusual way?

2 Complete the definitions with these words from 
the article on page 73.

goggles helmet lifejacket protect  
waterproof wetsuit

1 You use  clothes and bags, etc. to 
keep something dry.

2 You wear a  to stay warm in cold 
water.

3 To stay safe you wear special clothes to 
 you.

4 You wear a  to keep your head 
safe.

5 You wear  to keep your eyes safe.
6 You wear a  to keep you safe if 

you fall in the water.

3 Read the article. Why does each person choose 
this way to travel?

4 Look at the Reading skill box. What do the 
pronouns and determiners (1–10) in the article 
refer to?

READING SKILL
Understanding reference (2): pronouns and 
determiners

The writer uses pronouns and determiners 
to avoid repeating the same noun or phrase. 
Subject and object pronouns, (he/him, she/her, etc.) 
replace nouns. Determiners (e.g. this, these, their, 
etc.) show what thing you are talking about. 
Look for nouns in the text to help you understand 
what the pronoun or determiner refers to. They  
may be in the same sentence, or in the one before  
or after.

5 Look at the Critical thinking skill box then read 
the article again. Answer questions 1–5. Give 
reasons.

CRITICAL THINKING SKILL
Choosing the best option

When deciding if something is a good choice, 
it can help to look closely at all the options 
and compare them. For example, when choosing 
how to travel, think about the differences in cost, 
time, safety, how easy it is, what you need and how 
enjoyable and healthy it is.

1 Which journey do you think saves the person the 
most time/money?

2 Which journey is the easiest / most complicated?
3 Which journey do you think would be the most 

(and least) enjoyable?
4 Which journey do you think is the healthiest?
5 Who do you think has chosen the best option for 

their daily journey?

SPEAKING

6 Work in pairs. Find out about each other’s daily 
journeys. Make a note of the following.

• transport

• reason for journey

• special clothes

• journey time

• what they like/dislike

• cost

• things to carry

• how healthy it is

 Would either of you like to change or improve 
your daily journey?

7 Work with another pair. Tell them three facts 
about your partner’s journey. Which person in 
your group do you think has the best journey? 
Give reasons for your answer. 

8 Work in pairs. Read the information on page 180 
and do the task.

EXPLORE MORE! 

Watch videos of Liu, František and Benjamin online. Search for ‘Video + full name + travel to work’.

Benjamin David found it stressful travelling to work 
by car on busy roads, so he decided to swim to 
work instead. He puts his laptop, suit and shoes in 
a waterproof bag to keep 3them dry and swims 2km 
(fifteen to thirty minutes) to work down the Isar River 
in Munich, Germany! He says that 4it’s faster and more 
relaxing than driving and keeps him fit. He wears 
swimming shorts in summer and a wetsuit in winter 
and he always wears special plastic shoes to protect his 
feet from glass and old bicycles. 

Lucy Carter’s job is to look 
after children in Tignes in 
the French Alps. 5She loves 
snowboarding to work and 
seeing the sun coming up 
over the snowy mountains. 
The journey downhill takes 
about fifteen minutes. She 
wears a warm snowboarding 
jacket, trousers and gloves 
and, for safety, a helmet. She 
carries the toys she needs 
in her bag, but says she lost 
some of 6them one day when 
she fell over! 

A better way to get to work
The average time it takes people to get to work around the world now ranges from 39 minutes in Japan 
to 97 minutes in Israel. 1That means many people spend between 3.5 and 8 hours per week on trains, 
buses, the underground or in their cars. However, let’s look at some people who are finding some 
different and more creative ways to get to work in the morning. 2These people decided to use their 
travel time to do something they love!

František Hadrava is a factory worker from Zdíkov in the 
Czech Republic. He decided driving for fourteen minutes 
to work was too long, so he built a wooden plane and 
now flies to work! The flight takes seven minutes. He 
wears his work clothes, goggles and a helmet and lands 
in a field next to his work. He then pulls the plane across 
the road and parks 9it at his work. It takes up four car-
parking spaces. The plane cost 10him around 3700 euros 
to build, but he says it’s still cheaper than driving. 

Liu Fucao works in an office 
in Chongqing, China. He 
paddleboards across the 
Yangtze river to get to work. 
Going by car takes over an 
hour, but paddleboarding takes 
just six minutes. He wears his 
work shirt and trousers on the 
board, but puts 7his laptop, 
jacket, socks and shoes in a 
special bag to keep them dry. 
Fucao is training for a career as 
a paddleboarder. He has won 
competitions in 8this sport, 
but he still wears a lifejacket 
and ties himself and his bag to 
the board for safety in case he 
falls in.

Swim!

Snowboard!

Fly!

Paddleboard!
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Salome Buglass in Peru.

LESSON GOAL
• Understand an interview about a memorable journey
• Use the present perfect to talk about experiences
• Say long and short vowel sounds

6B
The most memorable 
journey I’ve ever made!
LISTENING AND GRAMMAR

1 Work in pairs. Look at the photos and discuss the 
questions.

1 Would you like to take a journey there?
2 What do you think would be the best transport? 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER

2 6.1  Listen to an interview with Salome 
Buglass. Why was Salome’s journey memorable?

3 6.1  Listen to the interview again. Answer the 
questions.

1 What did Salome and her friends want to do on 
their trip? 

2 Why did they have to change their plan? 
3 What did they decide to do instead? 
4 What travel advice did the local people give?
5 Why didn’t they take the local people’s advice?
6 How long did their journey take? 

6 Work in pairs. Make questions using the present 
perfect with ever. Then ask and answer.

1 What’s / most uncomfortable transport / take?
2 Have / travel by electric car or bus? 
3 Have / miss your bus, train or plane? 
4 Have / be travel sick?

PRONUNCIATION

7 6.2  Look at the Clear voice box. Listen and 
repeat.

CLEAR VOICE
Saying long and short sounds (2): /ɑː//ɑː/, /ʌ/ /ʌ/ 
and /æ//æ/

English has several sounds that are quite 
similar. To be understood, it's important to get 
the length of the vowel correct. 
/ʌ/ /ʌ/ is a short sound (e.g. bus).
/æ//æ/ is a little longer (e.g. plan).
/ɑː//ɑː/ is a long sound (e.g. start).
If you don't have these sounds in your language, use 
a similar sound, but change the length.

8 6.3  Listen to the words. Circle the one you 
hear. Listen again and repeat.

1 cat cut
2 cart cut
3 bag bug

4 duck dark
5 park pack
6 fun fan

SPEAKING

9 Work in pairs. Choose from the situations below 
or your own ideas. Make questions using the 
present perfect about these situations. Then 
ask and answer with your partner. Ask for more 
information using past simple questions.

• booking a ticket for the wrong day
• getting lost
• a very long walk or cycle ride
• travelling somewhere in an unusual way
• the best or worst journey ever

A:  Have you ever booked a ticket for the wrong 
day? 

B:  Yes, I have! I booked a plane ticket for August, 
but the wrong year!

A: Oh no! What did you do? 
B:  I had to buy another ticket.

4 Read the Grammar box. Look at the examples in 
1–4. What tense is used in each sentence? What’s 
the difference in meaning between sentences a 
and b?

GRAMMAR Present perfect (+ ever/never)

Use the present perfect to ask and talk about 
experiences without saying when these things 
happened. Use ever to ask if something happened 
and never to say something didn’t happen at any 
time before now. See page 27 for uses of the past 
simple.
Have you ever had a bad travel experience?
I’ve never had any terrible travel experiences, but 

I’ve had some pretty difficult ones.

Go to page 171 for the Grammar reference.

1 a What’s the worst journey you’ve ever had? 

 b What’s the worst journey you had on your trip?

2 a It’s the craziest idea I’ve ever had. 

 b I had a crazy idea yesterday. 

3 a I haven’t had any terrible travel experiences. 

 b  I didn’t have any terrible experiences on 
holiday. 

4 a I’ve never travelled without a guidebook!

 b I didn’t travel with a guidebook in Paris.

5 Complete the conversation with the verbs. Use 
the present perfect or past simple.

 A:  What’s the most uncomfortable journey you 
1  (ever / make)? 

 B:  I 2  (travel) on some very 
uncomfortable buses, but the worst was a train. 
There were no seats, it was very hot and then it 
3  (break) down! 

 A:  Oh no! 4  (you / ever / miss) a 
plane? 

 B:  No, I 5  (have / not), but a 
month ago I 6  (miss) my train. 
I 7  (run) for lots of buses too! 
8  (you / ever / book) a ticket for 
the wrong day? I 9  (do) that 
once!

 A:  No! I 10  (never / do) that! 
I 11  (arrive) to stay with a 
friend on the wrong day once though. She 
12  (be) surprised to see me! 
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LESSON GOALS 
• Use information you already know to help 

understand a talk
• Talk about travel and flying
• Use verb patterns to talk about travel

6C
Flying free with no luggage
READING AND SPEAKING

1 Work in pairs. Would you like to be able to fly? 
Why? / Why not?

2 Work in pairs. Look at the infographic. Write the 
names of the birds in order, from the longest to 
the shortest journey, in your notebook.

LISTENING

3 Work in pairs. You are going to listen to a  
bird expert talking about bird journeys. Look at 
the Listening skill box. Then discuss the questions 
(1 and 2).

LISTENING SKILL
Using information you already know

You listen better when you know a little 
about the topic. Talking to a partner about 
what you already know about a topic and thinking 
about what words you expect to hear can help you 
understand. For example, if you know the topic is 
about bird journeys, you might hear words like wings 
and fly.

1 What other words do you expect to hear?

2 What information about bird journeys do you 
expect to hear? Use the infographic to help you. 

4 6.4  Listen to Tim Dee talk about bird 
journeys. Did he mention any of the ideas you 
had in Exercise 3?

BIRD JOURNEYS
Some birds stay in the same place all their lives, but many, all 
around the world, travel long distances every year. They fly 
sometimes thousands of kilometres to arrive in the best places 
at the best time of year to find a mate and breed.  

 The Arctic tern has the longest journey of all birds. It flies 
96,000km per year between the Arctic and the Antarctic, 
and spends more time in daylight than any other bird.

 The sooty shearwater travels 64,000km from the summer 
in New Zealand and Chile to the summer off the coasts of 
Japan, Russia, Alaska or Canada.

 The tiny (18g) barn swallow
follows the spring, travelling 
10,000km from Northern 
Europe to Southern Africa. 

 Adélie penguins live along the 
Antarctic coast. In winter, they 
walk north where the weather 
is warmer. In the summer, they 
walk south again to find land to 
build their nests. They travel 
about 13,000km every year. 

 The northern wheatear 
weighs just 25g but flies 
29,000km from Alaska to East 
Africa or 15,000km from Canada  
to West Africa. 

EXPLORE MORE! 

Look online for information about the journeys of other birds and animals. Search for ‘animal 
journeys’ or the name of your favourite bird or animal + ‘journey’. 

Bird expert 
Tim Dee.

5 6.4  Listen again. Take notes on the 
differences Tim mentions between human flight 
and bird flight for each of these things. 

• food
• cost

• luggage
• time

• documents
• maps

food: humans: airline food,  birds: flies

VOCABULARY

6 Match these words with the definitions.

abroad board check in gate land queue  
security set off take off 

1 arrive at an airport and show your ticket
2 leave the ground and start flying
3 airport check for dangerous items
4 stop flying and touch the ground
5 get on the plane and take your seat
6 the place at an airport where you get on the plane
7 to, or in, another country
8 leave on a journey
9 a line of people waiting for something

Go to page 162 for the Vocabulary reference.

7 6.5  Complete each sentence using the correct 
form of a word from Exercise 6. Then listen to 
check.

1 We had to wait in a long  of 
people to   at the airport.

2 I got my bag searched at  because 
I forgot to take out my water bottle. 

3 Could all passengers for flight ZF564 please go to 
 number 2?

4 I like to travel  to see other 
countries and cultures. 

5 She gets nervous when she  and 
.

6 Can we  the plane yet?

7 What time shall we  to get to the 
airport? 

GRAMMAR

8 Read the Grammar box. Complete questions 1–4 
with to travel or travelling. Then ask and answer 
the questions with a partner.

GRAMMAR Verb patterns: -ing and to + 
infinitive

Some verbs are followed by -ing and some are 
followed by to with the infinitive. When you learn 
a verb, you need to learn which form to use after 
it. Some verbs take both forms.
-ing
likes and dislikes e.g. can’t stand, don’t mind, enjoy
Also: avoid, feel like, finish, involve, keep, practise, 
miss, recommend, stop
I miss seeing the swallows. 
to + infinitive
afford, agree, arrange, ask, continue, decide, fail, 
hope, intend, need, offer, manage, persuade, plan, 
promise, refuse, want, would like
They don’t need to ask for directions. 
Both-ing and to + infinitive
hate, like, love, prefer

Go to page 172 for the Grammar reference.

1 Do you enjoy  by boat?

2 How can you avoid  by plane?

3 Do you plan  anywhere next year?

4 Where do you recommend  to?

9 Complete the text using the to + infinitive or 
-ing form of the verbs. 

I love 1  (spend) time on my bike. It’s 
good for you and you don’t need 2  
(buy) a plane ticket! I always hoped 3  
(cycle) around the world. Next year, I intend 
4  (ride) my bike through Brazil. I 
have persuaded my daughter 5  
(come) with me. I tried 6  (get) my 
son 7  (join) us, but he says he can’t 
afford 8  (take) time off work. I prefer 
9  (cycle) to 10  (go) by 
plane or car because you see so much more. I’m 72, 
and I think it’s important to keep 11  
(do) interesting things. I intend 12  
(stay) active until I’m at least 102!

SPEAKING

 10 Complete the sentences about yourself. Use 
as many of the verbs in the Grammar box as 
possible. Discuss with a partner. 

1 When I fly / go on a long journey / am abroad ...
2 The next time I go on holiday ... 
3 I would most like to travel to ... because ...
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LESSON GOALS 
• Understanding other English speakers
• Check understanding
• Notice difficult consonant sounds

6D
Understanding other 
English speakers
SPEAKING

1 Look at the cartoon. What is happening? 

2 6.6  Listen to two short conversations. Write 
conversation 1 or conversation 2 beside the 
communication problem. More than one option 
is possible. 

• speaking too fast
• speaking too slowly
• using difficult words 
• the accent

3 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

1 Have you had any similar experiences to the 
cartoon and the people in the conversations? How 
did you feel?

2 What communication problems do you have  
a) when you speak English b) when you listen to 
other people speak English?

3 How do you feel when you can’t understand 
someone or they can’t understand you?

MY VOICE 

4 6.2  Watch the video about making yourself 
understood by other second language speakers 
of English. Does it mention any of the things 
that you talked about in Exercise 3? 

5 6.2  Watch again. Tick (✓) the advice the 
expert gives. 

1 Ask for people to repeat things you don’t 
understand. 

2 Talk to people from different countries. 
3 Pronounce words as clearly as you can. 
4 Try to change your accent. 
5 Use simple words with everyone.   
6 Speak as slowly as possible all the time. 
7 Repeat things using different words.
8 Find a different way to communicate. 

6 Look at the Communication skill box. Work in 
pairs and discuss questions 1–3.

COMMUNICATION SKILL
Understanding each other

80% of English language speakers did not 
grow up in an English-speaking country. That 
means that you are more likely to use English with 
someone who speaks it as a second language. If you 
have problems understanding each other, you could: 
•  take a moment to think and ask yourself why and 

what you could do.
•  ask questions to check you understood.
•  ask someone to repeat or to say something in a 

different way.
•  tell them briefly what you think they said, or ask 

them to summarize for you.
•  find a different way to communicate: smile, 

nod, act, draw or write it down.
•  be positive: you can ask the other person to do 

the same for you.

1 Who do you usually speak to in English? 
2 What is the first language of most of the people 

you speak English to?
3 What techniques from the box do you already use? 

Which will you use in the future?  

It’s so annoying 
when people don’t 

understand my English.

Sorry, could 
you say 

that again, 
please?

PRONUNCIATION

7 Look at the Clear voice box. Which words or 
sounds do you find difficult pronounce in 
English?

CLEAR VOICE
Noticing difficult consonant sounds

Different people find different consonants 
in English difficult to hear or make. Pairs 
of consonants some speakers have difficulty with 
include /f/ and /v/, /r/ and /l/, /b/ and /v/ and /p/ 
and /b/. Knowing which sounds you find difficult can 
help you know which sounds to practise.

8 6.7  Listen to three conversations. Which 
consonants do the speakers find difficult in each 
conversation (1–3)? Do you find any of these 
sounds difficult to make?

9 Look at the audioscripts on page 188. Practise 
the conversations in track 6.7. Which do you find 
most difficult?

 10 Look at the Useful language box. Practise saying 
any words with sounds that are difficult for you 
to pronounce. Can you think of any other ways 
to say these things?

Useful language Checking understanding

Check you understood
Can I just check that breakfast starts at 9 a.m.?
Let me check I’ve understood. It’s platform 4, 

not 14?
Do you mean that the taxi costs £40 there 

and back?
So you would like to leave at 6 a.m.?

Ask someone to repeat or communicate 
something differently
Could you speak more slowly?
Would you write that down for me, please?
Sorry, I didn’t catch that, could you say that again?

Check someone understood you
Do you want to read that back to me?
Did you get that or shall I say it again?
Would you like me to repeat that?

SPEAKING

 11 OWN IT! Work in pairs. Roleplay the situation. 
Follow the stages below. Use the tips from 
the Communication skill box and the Useful 
language to help you. Then change roles. 

Student A: You are a guest. You are checking in at 
a hotel. 

Student B: You are the hotel receptionist. You 
quickly tell Student A that their room number is 
428 and that breakfast starts at 8.30.

Student A: You are not sure if Student B said 
room 428 or 438 and you’re not sure if they said 
breakfast starts or stops at 8.30. Ask questions 
to check.

Student B: Answer Student A’s questions. Then 
tell Student A that the WiFi password is 
‘welcome123’. Ask Student A a question to check 
they understood.

 Student A: Answer Student B’s question. Then ask 
Student B for a wake-up call at 7.30.

Student B: You are not sure if Student A said 7 
or 7.30 for the wake-up call. Ask Student A a 
question to check.

A: Your room number is 428. 
B: Let me check I’ve understood. It’s room 428, not 

438? 
A: Yes, that’s correct.
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LESSON GOALS 
• Choose informal or more formal language
• Write questions to find out information
• Write an email to a travel company asking 

for information

6E
What time does it leave?
SPEAKING

1 Look at these topics. What information might 
you need when planning a trip? Write a list of 
questions in pairs.

accommodation costs food luggage  
schedule transport

READING FOR WRITING

2 Read the emails. Underline the questions. Which 
questions are similar to the ones on your list?

3  Read the emails again. Answer the questions 
with (D) Daliah or (H) Harry.

1 Who knows someone in Hardeep’s family? 
2 Who knows about Hardeep’s company from the 

internet? 
3 Who wants to stay in cheap accommodation? 
4 Who doesn’t know how to rollerskate? 
5 Who wants to arrive on the day the tour starts? 

4 Look at the Writing skill box. Which email is 
more informal? Which is more formal? Circle the 
parts that helped you decide.

WRITING SKILL
Choosing informal or more  
formal language

Use informal language to write to people you 
know well and more formal language to people 
you don’t know well. Informal emails usually use:
• first names
•  contractions (I’m)
• language to show feelings (I’d love to)
• shorter words and sentences
More formal emails often use:
• family names (Mr Moulton)
• long forms (I am)
• factual language (We arrive at 7 p.m.)
• longer words and sentences 
Subject lines should be short and say what the email 
is about. Informal subjects can be personal, funny or 
use exclamation marks while formal subjects will be 
more factual and serious.

To: Hardeep@skateadventures.com

From: Daliah@email.org 

Subject: Coming on a tour!

Hi Hardeep,

How’s things? Your sister told me that you started 
a business taking people on roller skating trips of 
the city. What a great idea! 

Tan and I have never tried roller skating, but we’d 
love to come on one of your tours. When and 
where do they start and how much do they cost? 

I hope we can join you soon.

Love, 
Daliah

New Message

To: Hardeep@skateadventures.com

From: Harry@email.com 

Subject: Antwerp to Amsterdam tour booking

Dear Mr Sandhu,

I saw your advert online and would like to book 
a place on the two-day roller skating tour from 
Antwerp to Amsterdam. I am a confident skater. 

Could you tell me what dates are available and 
where we will stay? I would be happy with a bunk 
in a hostel to reduce the cost. 

What should I bring with me? Do I need to carry all 
my water and food?

Also, what time will we set off? I would like to take 
the train from Brussels in the morning, if possible. 

It says online that the cost for the trip is 180 euros, 
including skate hire. Is there a discount for those 
who have their own skates? 

Kind regards,
Harry

New Message

9 CHECK Use the checklist. Your email ...

 has an appropriate subject.

 avoids informal language.

 asks at least four questions.

 says what kind of accommodation, transport, food 
and schedule you prefer.

 says how much experience you have.

 10 REVIEW Exchange emails with another student. 
Did they include at least three things from the 
checklist? Note one thing on the email that you 
think your partner could improve.

Go to page 156 for the Reflect and review.

5 Look at the Writing skill box again. Are these 
suitable subject lines for an email? Could Harry 
and/or Daliah use them for their emails? Why? / 
Why not?

Roller skating trip New business Old friend  
Train to Brussels Discounts 2-day roller skating trip  

City tour Carrying food and water  
I want to go on a trip with your travel company

6 Look at the Useful language box. Then look at 
1–5 and write formal (F) or informal (I).

Useful language Using informal and more 
formal language in emails

INFORMAL MORE FORMAL

Hi Hardeep, /  
Hey Hardeep,
How’s things? /  
How are you? 
We’d love to come 
with you
When can we join 
you?
Cheers, / Love, /  
Take care,

 Dear Mr Sandhu,  
Hello Hardeep, 
 I hope this email finds you 
well. 
 I would like to book a place. 
 Could you tell me what 
dates are available? 
 Best regards, / Kind regards, 
/ Regards, /  
Best wishes, 

1 Your company looks very professional. Can you tell 
me if you provide helmets?

2 I would like to join one of your tours. Is it possible 
to book online?

3 I’m really excited! How much do I owe you?
4 I am interested in the boat trips. Could you send 

me the timetable, please?
5 This sounds brilliant! Where should we meet?

7 Read the adverts for adventure journeys. Work 
in pairs. Choose an advert. Write questions to 
ask for more information about accommodation, 
transport, food, schedules, luggage and cost. 

WRITING TASK

8 WRITE Using Harry’s email as a model and the 
other information you’ve talked about, write 
a formal email to the tour company to ask for 
more information.  

Enjoy the villages and countryside of Java in the  
best way possible – by bike! Sign up for one of  
our cycle tours or email for more information at 
info@Solobikes.com. 

Explore the beautiful Tigre River in Argentina with 
Tigretours. Choose your date and time. Competitive 
prices. Email TigreBoats@TigreTours.com for more info.
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